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Abstract: Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have shifted how modern computing systems work, raising new challenges and opportunities for transparent computing. On the one hand, many AI systems are black boxes and have dense connections among their computing units, which makes existing techniques like dependency analysis fail. Such a new computing system calls for new methods to improve its transparency to defend against attacks against AI-powered systems such as Trojan attacks. On the other hand, it provides a brand-new computation abstraction, which features data-driven computation-heavy applications. It potentially enables new applications in transparent computing, which typically involves large-scale data processing. In this talk, I will present my work in these two directions. Specifically, I will discuss the challenges in analyzing the deep neural network for security inspection and introduce our novel approach in examining Trojan behaviors. Later, I will talk about AI can help increase the information entropy of large security audit logs to enable efficient lossless compressed storage.
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